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By Matt Keiser

With the most recent improvement to Gmail, Google has done more than just introduce a new way for users to
engage with the marketing messages that arrive in their inbox.

The company has made possible something that email marketers everywhere have only dared dream of: optimizing
to the open-in-real-time using machine learning. It is  called "Grid View." It takes the email marketing messages
delivered to the Promotions Tab and turns them from this

Old Gmail format

into a visual showcase of "Featured Images" like this

New Gmail grid view

Keeping tabs
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Keeping tabs
Featured Images are creatives served at the moment a person opens the Promotions Tab that are specified either by
the sender before send, decided in real-time providing you have the technology or selected at random from the
message by a Google algorithm.

The result is  a far more "Pinteresting" experience for the user, and a new, exciting way of engaging and enticing
openers for the sender. This amounts to yet another brilliant move by Google to improve the user experience and
effectiveness of Gmail.

Google, which has struggled to build or buy social platform with scale, seems to have turned its innovation eye on
email.

An inherently mobile and social channel, email is  already well loved by advertisers, publishers and users alike, so
adapting the inbox experience to reflect other social platforms makes perfect sense.

The implications of this innovation, however, are much deeper than just some pretty pictures in the inbox.

Open-and-shut case
By introducing images that are served when the Promotions Tab is accessed, Google is making it possible to
optimize open rates using the same technology long used to improve the performance of display, search, mobile
and social campaigns.

Until now, email marketing campaigns have lived and died by A/B testing. Two subject lines were sent to a test
segment, and whichever produced the most opens was sent to the entire list.

The problem with this, of course, is  that it is  a game of percentages and losses. If 60 percent opened on A, and 40
percent opened on B, the entire list got A going forward, and those that preferred B were sacrificed to the
inefficiencies of the system.

But with Grid View, it is  now a possibility, if not yet a reality, that marketers can use machine-learning algorithms to
learn which "Featured Image" will most likely result in an open.

So instead of Subject Line A and Subject Line B, marketers will be able to send Image A, Image B, Image C, Image D,
and Image E, all at once, and then let the algorithm determine which of these images to serve to the person seeing it
based on the device, time of day, location, behavior, gender, age and even purchase history.

This is especially intriguing for marketers whose messages contain multiple offers.

Now, instead of choosing one that will appeal to most of their subscriber base, they will be able to create Featured
Images for each offer, and let the performance of each creative define its delivery.

The image served will always be the best choice given the data available for each customer and any expired or poor
performing offers will be taken out of circulation.

When not if this happens, the time spent painstakingly segmenting and testing will become a distant memory,
assuming Yahoo, AOL, Hotmail and the other major clients follow suit. We can only hope.

THIS IS NOT to say that subject lines and pre-headers are no longer important. They are.

After all, this innovation only applies to Gmail users. Plus, there will be a certain number of users that will not use
Grid View when visiting their Promotions Tab, or use their mobile phone, outlook, or another client to access their
Gmail account.

But for most of the Gmail audience, which is the most active and fastest growing of any of the free email client
services, testing subject lines is no longer the only way to optimize to the open.

Google just opened a window. It is  up to advertisers to climb through and drive email marketing success.

Matt Keiser is CEO of LiveIntent, New York. Reach him at matt@liveintent.com.
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